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Abstract

Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) jet fuel composition differs from petroleum-based, conventional commercial jet fuel because of differences in feedstock and production methodology. Fischer-Tropsch fuel typically has a lower aromatic and sulfur content and consists primarily of iso and normal parafins. The ASTM D3241 specification for Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Test (JFTOT) break point testing method was used to test the breakpoint of a baseline conventional Jet A, a commercial grade F-T jet fuel, and various blends of this F-T fuel in Jet A. The testing completed in this report was supported by the NASA Fundamental Aeronautics Subsonics Fixed Wing Project.

Background

Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) jet fuel composition differs from the petroleum-based, conventional commercial jet fuel because of differences in feedstock and production methodology. F-T jet fuel is expected to be more stable than conventional jet fuel at elevated temperatures, thus offering a potentially cleaner burning fuel with better thermal stability characteristics. One method to quantify the fuel’s oxidative thermal stability is to measure the fuel’s breakpoint in accordance with ASTM D3241 specification test known as Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Test (JFTOT) (Ref. 1).

JFTOT assesses fuel thermal degradation by two means: one by the heated tube’s discoloration due to hydrocarbon coating, the other by determining a filter pressure drop (dp) due to particulate formation. Aerated fuel flows at 3 cc/min over an electrically heated tube at a preset temperature for 150 min. At the end of the test, the tube is removed from the test stand and visually examined. The tube is inserted into a Visual Tube Rater (VTR) which is an internally lit black box consisting of a standard ASTM color chart. The tube is optically compared to the color chart and is assigned a color number ranging from 1 to 4 (1 is metallic silver, 2 is slightly tan, 3-4 are brown). A tube color of 3 or less constitutes a pass. Fuel degradation forms particulates which are collected on a filter, and leads to a higher filter dp over the test period. 25 mmHg is the maximum pressure drop permitted over the full 150 min test for a fuel to pass the test. Both the tube color (<=3) and the dp (<=25 mmHg) are required for passing the JFTOT; if either fails, the JFTOT is considered a failed test. To determine the fuel’s breakpoint, the fuel is tested at 5 °C increments from 260 °C. Breakpoint is defined as the highest temperature at which the fuel passes the JFTOT.

Experiment

The thermal stability test laboratory located in the B109 Alternative Fuels Research Laboratory (Ref. 2) houses a Hot Liquid Process Simulator (HLPS), model HLPS-400 manufactured by Alcor (Ref. 3). The HLPS is designed to determine jet fuel breakpoint according to the test method outlined in ASTM D3241 (Ref. 1). The HLPS unit is located inside of a fume hood (see Fig. 1) and requires water for cooling, gaseous nitrogen to pressurize the reservoir and Zero Air to aerate the fuel before conducting a test. The HLPS unit is connected to a PC which is used for data acquisition and control purposes.
The HLPS components are mainly constructed of stainless steel. The HLPS is capable of testing fuel thermal stability at temperatures up to 650 °C. Various types of heater tubes can be used in order to reach temperature requirements for each individual test. JFTOT tests require the use of an aluminum tube, which has a limit of 380 °C. Steel or stainless steel tubes are also available for tests needing to reach higher temperatures of up to 650 °C. The fuel flow rate can be varied from 0.25 to 5 mL/min for each test.

The HLPS was used to evaluate the breakpoint temperature for pure Jet A, pure F-T jet fuel, and various blends (by volume) of these two fuels (10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent F-T fuel). JFTOT breakpoint testing procedures were followed except at higher temperatures, where a steel tube was used. Aluminum is the standard tube type for JFTOT testing, however it is not stable above 380 °C and the steel tube was required for the higher temperatures. A fuel sample was loaded into a stainless steel reservoir. The fuel reservoir was pressurized to 500 psig with gaseous nitrogen and set to a constant flow rate of 3 cc/min. The HLPS pumped the fuel through a resistance heated tube-in-shell heat exchanger while monitoring flow, temperature, and pressure. At the outlet of the reservoir, the fuel flowed through a pre-filter and then over the heated tube. The heated tube was ramped up to a target temperature with minimal temperature variation (specified in test procedure) for each test, providing a stable “soak” temperature. At the outlet of the heated tube, a small disposable filter was in place to capture particulates which were formed during the heating process. The HLPS analyzer measured and recorded the pressure drop over this filter throughout the test duration.

As previously discussed, the JFTOT procedure uses two components to evaluate a test: tube color and maximum change in filter differential pressure, both of which can be evaluated using the HLPS. Each HLPS run result was ranked as pass/fail. Each test required approximately 500 mL of fuel; however multiple tests are required to determine the breakpoint temperature. If a test was completed with a “pass” rating on tube color and pressure drop, a new batch of the same fuel was retested at an increased temperature increment of 5 °C. This process was repeated until a failure occurred. The highest
temperature with a “pass” rating was considered the breakpoint temperature for the specific fuel or fuel blend.

**Results and Discussion**

F-T jet fuel is expected to be more stable at elevated temperatures, thus offering a potentially cleaner burning fuel with better thermal stability characteristics. Fuel analysis results on F-T and Jet A fuel are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.—FISCHER-TROPSCH AND JET A FUEL ANALYSIS RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Acid Number (mg KOH/g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatics (% vol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercaptan Sulfur (% mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sulfur (% mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Boiling Point (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Recovered (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% Recovered (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Recovered (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% Recovered (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Point (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue (% vol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss (% vol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Point (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API Gravity at 60 °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing Point (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at –20 °C (mm²/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Heat of Combustion (MJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Content (% mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke Point (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Strip Corrosion (2 h at 100 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Stability at 260 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Pressure (mmHg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube Deposit Rating, Visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existent Gum (mg/100 mL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particulate Matter (mg/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtration Time (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Reaction Interface Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSII (% vol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (pS/m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubricity Test (BOCLE) Wear Scar (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Heat of Combustion (MJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workmanship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows the breakpoint measurements for Jet A, F-T jet fuel, and blended mixtures of Jet A and F-T jet fuel. The different colored bars are repeat testing at the same blend of fuel. Blended results indicate that the fuel thermal stability break point is not linearly related to the fuel blending ratio. Results show that the thermal stability of a 50 percent Jet A/50 percent F-T fuel blend is consistent with that of less stable Jet A fuel. Even a sample of 30 percent Jet A/70 percent F-T blend does not result in a significantly higher breakpoint. A major difference in break point data is first noticed at a mixture of 90 percent F-T fuel. Fuel blends with less than 90 percent F-T fuel have fuel breakpoints consistent with that of less stable Jet A fuel. This is indicative that the breakpoint is dependent on minor fuel component degradation, not a bulk property. Three repeated tests on the same fuel/fuel blends confirmed that typical breakpoint test resulted in a maximum of 10 °C variation.
It is likely that Jet A produced a higher quantity of particles or the particles produced were larger. After testing, sample tubes were cut apart and examined by an optical microscope for both Jet A and F-T Jet fuel. Photographs of the heated tube surfaces are shown in Figure 3. It appears that larger particles are found on the heated tube surface with Jet A in comparison to F-T fuel, although further investigation is required to validate. The material properties of the tube surface may also make a difference. Figure 3 shows major differences in the aluminum tube surface versus the steel tube surface, both tested with F-T fuel. This may indicate that the fuel interacts with the tube surface differently, thus requiring a different “tube color” or tube coating rating when different tube types are used.

Optical images in Figure 3 indicate that there may be major differences between the tube surface composition and how the particulates form on the surface of the tube. These surface differences may affect the tube discoloration upon heating and its subsequent failure ranking; a different scale may be needed for measuring the tube color failure of a steel tube versus an aluminum tube. Since the VTR is designed to test for JFTOT color schemes for aluminum tubes, it may or may not be a valid test for the steel tubes because of the difference in tube properties. Figure 4 shows the optical images of clean tube surfaces at magnifications of 1 and 5kx.

The clean tube optical images show the different surface characteristics. This observation leads us to believe that heated fuel may react differently on the steel tube versus the aluminum tube.

Figure 5 displays some previous data shown in Figure 2 but indicates the type of failure. It should be noted that petroleum based (100 percent) Jet A breakpoints were reached because of high filter pressure drop after the heated tube. The 100 percent F-T fuel breakpoints were not triggered by pressure drop, but by tube surface discoloration. F-T fuel seems to produce less particulate at elevated temperatures in comparison to the conventional Jet A. Typical JFTOT test only requires one of the criteria tests to fail for the complete test to be a failure. Since the validity of color rating on the steel tube is unknown, this may indicate that F-T fuel has a higher breakpoint temperature than observed per criteria stipulated in ASTM D 3241. Since JFTOT is a standardized test method developed and intended to be used with aluminum tubes, a new standardized method may be required for testing at temperatures above 380 °C.

Figure 2.—Thermal stability breakpoint data for F-T Jet fuel and blended mixtures in Jet A fuel.
Figure 3.—Optical images of tubes used during testing.
Figure 4.—Optical images of clean tube surfaces—comparison of aluminum to steel.
Summary and Conclusions

A conventional jet fuel, Jet A, was tested as a baseline fuel and its breakpoint was determined to be 270 °C. The breakpoint for F-T jet fuel was determined using a F-T fuel made by a natural gas feed stock (Gas to Liquid- GTL process) and was determined to be at least 370 °C. The F-T based jet fuel proves to be more thermally stable than the conventional Jet A with a breakpoint that is at least 100 °C higher than Jet A. Optical images have given insight to possible testing differences in Jet A and F-T breakpoint data. This may indicate that the fuel interacts with the tube surface differently, thus requiring a new tube color rating when using tube types other than aluminum. This would require the modification to the standardized test method or a new test method would need to be created for testing thermal stability at temperatures above 380 °C.
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